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2003-2004 Faculty Senate
September 23, 2003
The Faculty Senate me~ting for September 23, 2003 was called to order at 3:08 p.m. in the Roberts Room Scholes Hall
'
Room 230. Senate President Beverly Burris presided.
'
1. ATTENDANCE (follows minutes)
2. APPROVALOF THE AGENDA

The agenda was approved as presented .
3. APPROVAL OF THE SUMMARIZED MINUTES

The minutes for April 2003 and August 2003 were approved as presented .
4. PRESIDEN'T REPORT

A meeting of the Council of University Presidents resulted in discussions of legislative proposals and
hearings coming up in the next few months. Issues discussed were : 1) expectation that it will be a very
tough year because of revenue levels; 2) performance based budgeting and accountability and the pros and
cons of such a program ; and, 3) making education more accessible to specific ethnic groups and
strengthening certain programs. UNM is looking at requesting full formula funding for UNM alone and a very
small tuition credit. Hearings will take place with the Commission on Higher Education (CHE) in October and
the first legislative hearings will take place in December. Mark Chisholm (Institutional Research) will present
information to the Faculty Senate at the October Faculty Senate meeting regarding the above issues.
5. PROVOST'S REPORT

Provost Brian Foster reported that he has appointed a task force to define and create the areas of marked
distinction as called for in the strategic plan. He distributed a list of the task force membership. He explained
that he anticipates that the process will create ideas of programmatic initiatives to define the university's
unique positions and competitive advantages in New Mexico. Within this concept, he anticipates that the
areas of marked distinction will evolve ii) such a manner that they will benefit all areas of the university in
one way or another.
6. FACULTY SENATE PRESIDENT'S REPORT

The attendance log was distributed by Faculty Senate President Beverly Burris .
Senators who had not previously completed the faculty survey were encouraged to do so. Dr. Burris
explained that this is a pilot survey for a format she anticipates will be made available electronically in the
future.
A summary of the activities and discussions from the Faculty Senate retreat held earlier in the month was
given as follows:
• A panel was formed to discuss the issue of establishing a faculty regent. The advantages and disadvantages of a
voting versus nonvoting regent were discussed.
• On October from 7:30-9:00 a.m. the Provost will host a faculty breakfast in the Roberts Room to further discuss
his handout, "Megatrends in Higher Education"
• The breakout group that reviewed the core curriculum concluded that the core is not working and there is a need

a

for a thorough review of the core. She asked for volunteers interested in serving on an ad hoc task force including
anyone interested in serving as chair.
• The breakout group that reviewed graduate education concluded that the issue needs more discussion before
being brought back to the Senate.
• The breakout group that review faculty governance primarily discussed the faculty regent issue and decided that
getting a full voting faculty regent was an outcome the faculty should work toward achieving . They also discussed
alternate governance models including a structure that would require that all faculty committees report to the
Faculty Senate. An alternate method of determining representation was also discussed. Currently, the Senate is
comprised of representatives that do not necessarily represent individual departments . An alternate structure to
consider would provide for one representative for each department. The Senate Operations Committee will discuss
different governance models and will decide whether or not to propose a change.
• Senate priorities for the year were not set as planned and will be addressed by the Senate Operations Committee .
The Faculty Senate has been provided a budget of $3,000. Senators were asked to consider how they would like to
spend it. Hosting a topical symposium was suggested.
Establishment of a faculty club is at a standstill due to the unavailability of viable space. As there is interest in the
idea, alternative sites will be considered.
Senators were reminded to attend a "town hall" to discuss the future of the University on October 30 in the SUB
Ballroom from 3:30 - 5:00. This event will be sponsored by the Faculty Senate, AAUP, Staff Council , ASUNM, and
GPSA and the panel will include President Caldera, Faculty Senate President Burris, Staff Council President Alan
Morgan, ASUNM President Jennifer Onuska, GPSA President Aaron Kugler, and at least two Regents .
Volunteers to write columns in the Daily Lobo are still needed . Those interested should contact Beverly Burris .

CONSENT AGENDA
7. SEPTEMBER FACULTY SENATE COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS

Committee appointments were approved as presented by unanimous voice vote of the Senate.
Appointments are as follows:

Legend
*Students
Admissions & Registration

*Amber S. Freeman
*Anne Vermont
Athletic Council

*Matthew J. Hanson
*Andre Jackson
*Michelle D. Heidbrink
Computer Use

*Andrew Steele
Curricula

*Louis Metzgar
*Alex Rinehart
Scott Sanders
Graduate

Laura Fausto
International Affairs

*Efu Awich

*Elizabeth Wemlinger

KUNM
*Glen Butler
Library
*Aaron Blecha
*Beatrice Dominguez-Meiers
*Jenny French
Walter Gerstle
Research Allocations Committee
Richard Herman
Scholarships, Prizes, & Loans
*Wayne Schlingman
*Brian Spies
Student Conduct
Steven Bishop
Karen O'Kain
*Yalda Sarkash
*Wayne Schlingman
*Erin Muffoletto
Student Union Board
*Lill Duff
*Aaron Kugler
*Jonathan Maple
*Rosalyn Nguyen
*Jennifer Onuska
*Yalda Sarkash
Student Publications Board
*Charlene Sevilla
Teaching Enhancement
*Jessica Chavez

8. FACULTY HANDBOOK RESOLUTION
The Faculty Handbook Resolution was approved as presented by unanimous voice vote of the Senate as
follows :
The Faculty Senate approves the on-line version of the Faculty Handbook as the official
version of the handbook.

9. REVIEW WEEK
ASUNM President Jennifer Onuska and Executive Director of Student Special Events, Kevin Stevenson
'
presented the follo'wing proposal in favor of creating a review week at UNM.
• The week before final exams will be known as "Review Week. "
• During Review Week, no new material is to be introduced, no tests are to be given, and no assignments are to be
due.
• All term papers will be due to faculty members no later than the Friday prior to review week. However, if a paper is
in lieu of a final exam, then the paper may be due during the week of final exams.
• Review Week will be designated as a time for faculty-led reviews. Regular classes will still occur, however this

...
class time will be devoted to integrating material and reviewing for final.
A motion to support the proposal was made and seconded . Extensive discussion ensued regarding the advantages
and disadva~tag~s of a "dead" week. While many supported the idea in concept, others outlined specific concerns .
Those speaking in favor of the proposal indicated that this would give the students an opportunity to solidify what
t~ey have learn~d throughout_th~ seme_ster and would be beneficial in reducing student stress . However, others
discussed how It could result in increasing student stress because many faculty will merely condense the material
to be covered into fifteen weeks rather than sixteen. Some specific scenarios in which a review week would not be
feasible were pointed out. After deliberation, the motion was withdrawn and it was decided that Jennifer Onuska
would bring a revised proposal back to the Senate after working with a group of Faculty Senate volunteers to
rework the proposal addressing the concerns raised.

10. ATHELTIC RESOLUTION
The following athletic resolution was approved as presented with two opposed and one abstention.
RESOLUTION

WHEREAS the University of New Mexico 's men's basketball team was coached by Mr. Dave Bliss from
1988 to 1999,
AND WHEREAS Mr. Dave Bliss has recently resigned as men's basketball coach at Baylor University,
AND WHEREAS the circumstances surrounding Mr. Dave Bliss' recent resignation are currently under
investigation by the National Collegiate Athletic Association as well as other law enforcement agencies ,
BE IT RESOLVED that the Faculty Senate request that the UNM Athletic Department and Administration
. - v rv
reveal, under any and all circumstances, the truth in said matters.

11. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY POLICY
Senators were provided with a revised draft of the Intellectual Property Policy from the Research Policy
Committee. Senators were asked to review the proposed draft prior to the next meeting when it will be
brought back as an action item.

12. SABBATICAL LEAVE
Jackie Hood Chair of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, presented a draft revision to the
sabbatical le~ve policy as an information item. Although the re~isions to_the policy were not met with
opposition, the question of the proper approval path for the policy w~s d1sc~sse~. T_he charg_e of the
.
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee indicates that the committee will periodically review the policy
and make recommendations for appropriate changes but does not specify to whom the reco~mendations
will be made Professor Hood contends that the policy should go to the full faculty for a vote in order to
follow histori~al precedent. However, others ~ommunicate~ their concern that it should be voted on by the
Faculty Senate since it falls within in the purview of the duties granted to the senate by the faculty. It was
decided that the matter would be investigated further but would be resolved soon .

13. UNITED WAY CAMPAIGN
Patrick Vigil, Senior Program Manager for Human Resources_for United Way and Outr~ach ~rograms ,
informed senators of the upcoming UNM United Way Campaign and asked for support in their efforts to
reach the higher goal set this year.

14. NEW BUSINESS
No new business was raised.

15. ADJOURNMENT

72.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:12 p.m.
Respectfully submitted:

Vivian Valencia
University Secretary
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The Vnlverslty of New Mexico
Office o( the Provon and
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Scholes Hall 235
Albuquerque, NM 8713 I , 1002
Telephone: (505) 277-2611
FAX: ( 505) 277-8700

MEMORANDUM

DATE

November 15, 2002

TO

UNM Faculty

FROM

Brian Foster, Provost

SUBJECT

Areas of Marked Distinction

&

As most of you know, our strategic plan contains m ~ r
id n
environment that cultivates and supports activities of nati nal nd
n
impact." It is hard for me to imagine that anyone would dis r e ith thi
I.
However, figuring out how to achieve this goal is by no means impl nd
uncontroversial. I am writing today in order to begin a dis u si n n ju t
n h
we can achieve this goal. This memo contains the gist f my th ugh ts. tt h d i
brief "white paper" laying out my initial thoughts on them tt r. I ill p r i t h rin
your comments.
Why Do We Need Areas of Distinction? It is imp rtant that

a hi
maximum impact with our resources, building on our impr s ive tr n th .
mu t
a way to provide strong resource support over the I ng term fi r ur m t pr m1 in
so that they are able to realize the cumulative recogniti n an stature th t hi h-1
achievement brings to leading U.S. research universities. nl ss e an hi
continuity and recognition for UNM's programs, our su ess swi ll t nd t
and will not increase institutional stature.
1

in

What are "Areas of Distinction"? M st gen er Jly, I ee ar · s
cti n
multidisciplinary, multi-collegiate clusters of research, instru ti
and
· e
activities that come together to form a special
str ngth.
fonn Jly:
An area of marked distinction is a cluster of mutually reinfi r ing ar as
strength, generally cutting across multiple olleges, that tog ther pr du e unu u I
richness of resources, impact in research and ducation, and isibilit v ithin
higher education and beyond. It marks
as a leader in a
II fin d re
leading to broad recognition of
's stature nd that it c ntri uting unit . II
helps all contributing units to recruit fa ulty and student , comp te r gr nt and
gifts, and provide support such as equipment nd library c llecti ns th n •i
unobtainable by single units.

ciate Provosts for
ademic Affairs
1 oles

Hall 226
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The areas are "constructed,° not "chosen.', They must be defined to position
UNM favorably in academic and research niches where there is room for us to make a
mark ( e.g., not in direct competition with programs in which other universities have
already invested tens of millions of dollars). Present units will not, therefore, become
areas of distinction; ideally, they will participate in several such areas, gaining visibility
and stature that will help recruit good graduate students and faculty, and will enhance
opportunities for grants, gifts, and other benefits.
How Will We Identify Areas of Distinction? I propose to appoint a committee,
composed primarily of faculty, to solicit ideas for areas of distinction. Ideas may take
any form that individual faculty members (or groups) may wish to put forward. These
ideas will become the focus of a broad-based campus discussion. There will be no
deadlines, and no idea will be rejected. The objective is to create exciting campus
initiatives based on our impressive existing strengths. When the committee believes an
idea is suitably developed, it will recommend it to me and the council of deans , who will
begin a discussion of how the idea might be implemented.
Please r~ad the attached paper carefully and send your comments to me directly or
to J?r. Nancy !v1tddl~brook, t~e coordinator of the UNM Strateg ic Planning efforts. I
beheve there ts considerable mterest across campus in getting this discussion underway.
Thanks for your help.
cc: UNM Board of Regents
F. Chris Garcia, President
Cabinet
Deans

THOUGHTS ON 'AREAS OF MARKED DISTINCTION• TU M
By Brian L. Foster
Provost
November 15, 2002
Background and progress to date
UNM's strategic plan includes a major goal to "provide an nvironm nl th t
cultivates and supports activities of national and global distinc tion and imp a t..,
his
major goal has been the subject of discussion across campus, much f whi h, r nkly h
questioned the need for such areas and even wondered if the ery id a w s m k
for unspoken agendas.
It is important to be clear about the rationale behind including this maj r g I in
the UNM Plan. I believe most members of the UNM community will r th t
to achieve maximum impact with our resources by building on our impres i
We must find a way to provide strong resource support over the I ng t rm ii r
promising areas so that they are able to achieve the cumu lative r
niti n n
n
that high-level achievement brings to leading U.S. research uni er iti . nl
achieve continuity and recognition for UNM, our success swi ll tend t b l hem r I nd
will not lead to increased institutional stature. It is to address these issu th L th
concept of "Areas of Marked Distinction" was developed.

Identifying and supporting "areas of disti nction"

It is now time to begin the delicate and difficult task f identifyin¥ 1ea th t
exhibit potential to rise to national and international statur~; at the same time
ne d t .
find ways to support the achievement of these areas. I reahze, frankly, th ~ this pr c s 1s
unsettling to many- some tend to see such an effort as a means of realJoc~tmg re our es
from successful pr~grams to support a chosen few initiativ~s that_ are anomted y s me
kind of administrative process. I believe it would be a temble mistake to undertak
process that leads to this result. I understand that we must show, and should sh "
compelling evidence that our processes will benefit our strong programs rath r than
hanning them.
Definition: An area of marked distinction is a cluster of mutually reinfi r ing
areas of strength, generally cutting across multiple colleges, _that toget~~r ~~ du _e .
unusual richness of resources, impact in research and du?ation, and vis1b1hty ·1th1~
higher education and beyond. It marks
f as a leader m a well-defined r a, I din

2

•

Areas of distinction often will include alliance with feder 11 b , th r
state or federal government agencies, cultural organiz tion c. .
museums), health care organizations, businesses (e.g., Intel, Philip or
Eclipse), and the Next Generation Economic Initi ti e, II f hi h nn
resources that we cannot duplicate at UNM.

•

Identification of the areas of distinction must emerg from r fut
sophisticated, and creative discussions by a vari ty f fi ulty n
interested parties, including external organizati ns su h
above.

to broad recognition ofUNM's stature and that of its contributing units. It helps all
contributing units to recruit faculty and students, to compete for grants and gifts, and
jointly to provide support, such as equipment and library collections that would be
unobtainable by single units.
It follows that identifying and supporting areas of distinction is not a mechanism
for removing support from successful UNM programs; in fact, a diversity of successful
programs provides the means of building and sustaining areas of distinction that adapt
well to changing academic, political, and economic environments. Accordingly, the
selection and support of areas of distinction should be guided by the following
observations.
•

•

•

•

•

Individual units or programs will not in themselves be designated as
"areas of distinction;" rather, units will be participants in one or more of
the four or five areas that are to be defined.
Ideally all units on campus will have an opportunity to "buy in" to one or
more of the areas of distinction. Areas should therefore be sufficiently
diverse in content as to allow a wide variety of departments, schools, and
colleges to join the initiative.

~ ~ea of d_istinc!io~ ~ay or may not give rise to a new unit (e.g., center,
mstitu~e, or mterd1sc1plmary program), though my guess is that most are
more hkely NOT to produce new units.
Th~ ~reas are "constructed," not "chosen." They must be defined to
po sitwn UNM favorably in academic and research niches where there is
room for us
a mark (e •g ., no t pu t us m
· d'trect compet1t10n
· · wit· h
. to make
.
pr?~ams m which other universities have already invested tens of
mtlhons of dollars).
bThey
. .must build on consi·derable strengths already present at UNM
finng•~~ toge ther scattered, mutually supportive human physical
mancia resources to achieve something more than the ~um of th~ parts.

;nd

Laying the foundations for implementing areas of dist~n~tion. I i im~ ~ ~ t
note that although we have not yet begun the process of ~denhfymg ar .
f di tm t1 n,
ess
has
been
made
toward
achieving
several
objectives
that
contnbut
t th rn rt
progr
. .. . .
of better supporting UNM's strongest programs and 1mhahv s.

•

Many UNM units have strengthened relationship ith th
hospitials, businesses, museums, and other partn r in th

•

The Office of Public Relations has instituted n
finding and communicating stories about

•

A library consultant has provided a rep rt
strong library support.

•

Efforts have begun to increase the effe ti
recruitment.

•

We have begun a discussion about finding fl xi l ppr
compensation, including incentives to re ard sue e s.

•

Several efforts are underway to penetrate the orga~i ~ati
we can better collaborate, hire jointly, and furth r Jomt
•
· ment and other re ur s.
support, and use of expensive eqwp

•

The Vice Provost for Research has initiated a series f leadin ed
. . .
.
d consultation process for center ' nd h r
discussions, a review an . .
and enhance their uc
.
measures to identify prom1smg areas

• It is recognized that import t I
d' t'

t·
. . an e ements for constructing areas of
is me ion may be m1ssm t UNM h
resource allocation ( ft g_ a_
; _t. ~se "gaps" would be the focus for
instrumentation J'oi ~~~,Joint acquisition through shared
' n nng, and other means).

•

The areas of distinction should
.
..
external resources throu h
provide opport_uruties for generating
delivery of services co!n gr~\~' contracts, gifts, state appropriations,
means· it is not ho~
ercia ization of intellectual property and other
'
ever, a condition that th b ·
'
'
research grants are generall
.
ey .em areas for which
Y associated (e.g., sciences and engineering).

•

ti
n

n s

gr du

I

th r I m nt

tu I nt

l

h

ul

that

examine way that \J e can enhan ra1 in ,
f urse with enh need p r nn n
co
,
. .
. .
UNM ,s programs- begmrung, o• 'b'lity
of our pr gram · this 1 n a l1 ·1
also including such matters ~ is~.1
. long practiced by leading universities.
A task force has begun ~o .

.

f "

as of distinction."

nee

Evaluatmg the success O are
1 te its performan
area of distinction, it will be necessary to eva ua

h e imp
and p rh

n

it

•
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focus. It is not possible to define precise measures for the succe~s of areas of distinction
now since the exact measures will depend on the nature of the different fields.
Nev~rtheless, a more general set of criteria for evaluation will be used to monitor and
improve performance, to inform the University commu~ity and other interested pa~ies of
our successes (or otherwise), and, eventually, to detennme whether or not the specific
areas should be further supported. These criteria should include items such as the
following:

Process
Clearly the vision rve sketched does not call for a traditional "R quest for
Proposals" with a review and selection process. Such a process would be ppropriat for
selecting areas of distinction from among our current programs, but it ould not in its If
facilitate clusters of mutually supportive programs. Nevertheless, certain I ment of th
traditional academic review process will be necessary. I hope we can ha a ampus
discussion on the matter. To get the conversation going, I suggest the follo m .
•

•

Improvements in the number and quality of both graduate and
undergraduate students entering the contributing programs;

•

Improvements in the quality and number of student honors and placements
(e.g., positions for doctoral graduates, graduate school placements of
baccalaureate graduates);

•

Improvement in the quality of faculty appointments-e.g., interest of very
high profile scholars who want to come to UNM;

•

Increased numbers of faculty honors (e.g., election to the National
Academies, Pulitzer prizes, Fulbrights, Macarthur Fellowships, and major
association awards and leadership positions);

•

Improvements in relevant academic program rankings;

•

Evidence of broad recognition ofUNM's stature in the field outside of
formal academic rankings;

•

Generation of substantial external resources to support the program;

•

Broad campus support from faculty, staff, and students for the general
concept of areas of distinction and for the specific areas that the University
promotes;

•

Enhanced legislative support for UNM at both the federal and state levels;

•

Subst antial increases _in faculty success in prestigious publication,
perfonn_~ce, professional practice, and other modes of academic
productivity.

•

New Behaviors on campus · I d'
,
.
. .
, me u mg new mteracttons and associat10ns
among faculty across academic disciplines· new uses c.
.
t
h'
,
1or space m
Ieac _mg, rese~ch, and service; and new ways of linking teaching,
.
eammg, service, and research

I will form and chair a committee to engage the campus in a onver ti n
about where our best opportunities lie for fonning areas of distin ti n. I
will chair the committee.
Members primarily should be highly regarded faculty with di r
disciplinary perspectives.
o Members should take an institutional view p int,
perspectives to the discussions, not how v r, ad
own areas.
o At least some members should be from utsi e the niv r ity
community; some may be university community m m er th r
than faculty (e.g., Vice Provost for Resear h, radu t D an .
o

•

The committee will request suggestions about p tential ar . . .
suggestions can take any fonn-e .g., a sugge~ted ar a f I tin ll n
supported by infonnation at any level of detail; a pr_p ~ I fr m
particular unit to contribute to a broader area_of d1stm t1 n;
recommendation of a team to define an area ma br d arena .

•

A member of the committee will become a liaison t

h i_ndi

I

u J r

group that proposes ideas. The liaison will help_ c nn ct 1~h th r
will represent the proposal to the broader co~m1tte~, nd will th 1se
support those who made the proposal as the d1scuss1on pro e d.
•

•

dlin
Eventua 11 y, three to five areas will be identified;•dther is· no de
d 1
n
however, and discussions will continue as new J eas an
n
r
become better defined.
The committee will discuss suggested areas. When the ?m~it~ee
.
. ffi .ently well defined and ompellrng m 1t h n e
beheves that one 18 su ici
d th cademic dean that it
for success it may recommend to me an _e_a . .
d
'b d
.
'
t s a strategic imtiative m the ense
en e
1
designated for deve opmen a
.
.
.
above. Criteria are suggested by the d1scuss1on above.
.
b t f 1UNM strengths.
o Butld on su s an ia
.
• h · which
nm k
d
an academic rue e in
o Define an oc~upy
. h Ith artistic, an or oth r im ct.
strong academic, economic, ea ,

2)

I
•

6
o
o
o
o
0

Have proven, effective senior leadership.
Engage participation of multiple units.
Have potential for attracting external resources.
Be associated with a feasible resource plan.
Build on UNM's strategic resources, as defined in the strategic
plan.

• No proposed ideas will be "rejected" or otherwise eJiminated from further
discussion. The discussions of potential new areas as well as of the
existing ones will continue, always with the potential that poorly
perfonning areas may be redefined or eliminated, or new areas may be
designated.

The University of New Mexico

Areas of Marked Di tin
Task Force M mb r

n

Aguilar, Teresita
Dean, Graduate Studies
Alire, Camila
Dean, Library Services
Cajete, Gregory
.
.
Director, Native American Studie

Concluding comments
I believe this is an important discussion for UNM at this time. Please join us in
the discussion by providing comments on this memo and, more importantly, by
considering areas that you believe may become areas of distinction at UNM. Please send
comments to me directly either by email (provost@unm.edu) or through the campus mail
(to Office of the Provost). Alternatively, comments can be sent to Dr. Nancy
Middlebrook
(ndm@unm.edu), the coordinator of the lJNM planning process, at the
Offi
ce of the Provost.
Thank you for your help.

Feinberg, Elen
.
Associate Dean, College of Fine Art
Gilfeath er, Frank
Associate Vice Provost for Research
Goldberg , Ellen
.
Researcher, Santa Fe lnStitute
Hudson, Laurie
Professor, College of Pharmacy
Johnson, Rick
.
Rick John on and omp n , In ·
Founder and Board Chairman,
Loza, Steven
. I titute
Director of t he Arts in America n
Malloy, Kevin John
t . Engineerin
Professor, Electrical & Compu er
Miller William Richa rd
t of p cholo
Distin~uished P rofessor, Departmen
Prasad, Sudhakar
Professor, Physics & AStronomy
Preskill, Stephen L.
h. & Or aniza ional
Professor, Education Leader ip

arn1n
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Salazar, Andy
PNM Chair in Microsystems, Commercializa ion nd T hn 1
Anderson School of Management
Scharff, Virginia Joy
Professor, History
Schwartz, Robert L.
Associate Dean, School of Law
Shirley, Paul
Chairman &CEO, Qynergy
Skaggs, Mike
President, Next Generation Economy Initiative
Trotter, John A.
Vice-Dean, SOM Office of the Dean
VanDevender, Pace
Vice President, Science Technology & Partner hip,

ndi

a

1

n 1L

Willman, Cheryl L.
Professor, Department of Pathology
Wilson, Christopher M.
Associate Professor, School of Architecture and Pl nnin
Yates, Terry
Vice Provost for Research, Research
Young, John Edward
Professor, Anderson School of Management Org nization 1

Staff Support
Ibsen, Brian
Development Officer, Development Office
Middlebrook, Nancy
Program Planning Officer, Office of the Provo t
Wallen, Denise
Special Assistant to the Vice Provo t for Re earch, Offic of R
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5. Increased federal role in regulation of higher education
The new entitlement status of higher education has brought it to the attention of
lawmakers an~ others with political constituents interested in the system. In
many ways, this development parallels the increased federal interest that
produced the No Child Left Behind Act. Higher education now has
unprecedented potential to become a national political issue of some import.
•
•
•
•

The ESEA (No Child Left Behind Act) has received broad political
support
The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act promises to attract
attention to reform possibilities, many paralleling the ESEA
Reauthorization is likely to take place during the presidential election, and
all signs point to its becoming a significant issue
There is not a consensus on the place of higher education, however, in
today's society; one central debate concerns whether higher education is a
public or a private good-a debate with many implications for the debate
about the cost of going to college

5. The above conditions have led to realignment of the sectors of higher education
The different sectors of higher education are positioned very differently in the
new environment. Much of the access for new higher education populations has
been provided by community colleges. The new alignment has positioned the
sectors differently in the coming political activity, with research universities
especially having rather different positions than community colleges and
comprehensive schools.
•
•
•
•
•

More than half of the students now in public higher education are in
community colleges.
The proportion of undergraduates in the for-profit sector is approaching
10%.
The complex missions of research universities have complicated their
approach to the politics of entitlement.
Community colleges and comprehensive universities are especially well
positioned for the issues of access and cost. .
.
There is likely to be increased interest by policymakers m the nature of
and criteria for transfer from one institution to another.

6. The new conditions of higher education have redefined its relation to the business
sector
The entitlement issues, the growth of the universities' research enterprise, th~
·
d sea1e o fh'gher
education , and other changes have
engaged the busmess
mcrease
1
.
.
·
e of which are reminiscent of the mterest of the busmess
t
sec or m new ways, som

community in the No Child Left Behind ct. High r du tion 11
~normous market opportunities that are unpr c d nt d. hi bu in
mtroduces new political dimensions to th education ar na.
•
•
•
•

Concerns about student success and I aming out om h
pr du cd a
potential multi-billion dollar testing mark t.
The market for textbooks and other educational mat rial ha rD\\11
dramatically.
The market for computer technologie ha gr n r pidl
Growth in the scale of higher education ha profi undl
publishing, contributing to a dramatic infl ti n f th
journals.

5. Universities have seen a dramatic increas in compli n
are extremely costly

m a ur

man

A combination of privacy, hazardous substance finan i I mi m n , 111 nt
conflict of interest, security, and other concerns ha I d to myriad
compliance measures. Many of these cone m are r lat d t han
mission of higher education institutions to th con qu nc s f ptcm er I Jth
and to the growing centrality of health care con em in th
an f the c
measures have impacted research uni ersities sp ially hard th u h thcr have
touched all sectors of higher education.
•

•
•
•

•

Privacy concerns have impacted uni ers1tles in many wa
m
RP and
incidentally to their broader implementation (e.g., HIP
the Graham, Leach, Bliley Act).
Security matters have become costly and somewhat ri k is ue fi r
universities, especially as regards select agents and international tudent .
Radiation safety, hazardous materials human subjects and other i u
have long posed important research compliance cha1leng s.
Conflict of interest issues have become extr mely comp le
um er itie
have forged new relations ith industrial partn r and ha enga d m re
aggressively in commercialization of intellectual prop rt .
The consequences of corporate misconduct e.g. nev accounting and
conflict of interest rules) are likely to impact uni ersities significant! .

6. Universities are increasingly seen as a resource for a broad range of

ice function

Universities have long pro ided certain kinds of service function includin
especially health care and continuing education. The e service bligati n hav
grown more important in recent years especially in regard to re p n 1v
workforce development, health care economic de elopm nt p lie and
demographic research in the service of go emment agencie , and c rtam kind of
social service delivery (e.g. manpower de elopment .

•
•

•
•

•

University ?ospital an? other clinical operations have become extremely
large and difficult busmess ventures in today's health care environment
Demands for effective contributions to economic development have
grown dramatically, especially in regard to commercializing intellectual
property developed by faculty researchers
Universities are increasingly delivering in grant-funded social service
functions
The No Child Left Behind Act has posed challenges to our relations with
schools going far beyond traditional teacher education and in-service
training
Service learning has become a central (and effective) part of engaging
undergraduate students in their own educations, leading to a new level of
student-based service delivery.

6. The thrust of universities' research mission has shifted significantly
Since shortly after World War II, as formulated in the Van aver Bush report,
research universities have been the United States' major asset in basic research.
Much of the higher education research agenda has been formed around this basic
principle, as have the policy and legal environments in which university research
occurred, though land grant universities have long had a more practical
orientation. In recent years, universities have taken a somewhat different
direction, with much greater emphasis on corporate relationships, on
commercializing the intellectual property that they generate, and more generally
on the more applied end of the basic/applied research continuum.
•
•
•
•

•

This change has posed challenging policy and legal issues related to
conflict of interest and other matters.
Universities have not been very successful in selling the basic-research
mission to the public or the political or business communities.
Many members of the academic community find this new, more corporate
orientation to be inconsistent with basic academic values.
Universities have not been uniformly effective in realizing desired
outcomes of their new research mission-e.g., large revenue streams from
commercialization, or major benefits from corporate partnerships.
The heavy dependence of the U.S. science and engineering establishment
on a strong foreign student pipeline encounters complications with new
security concerns.

6. The funding environment for higher education has changed significantly in recent
years.
The recent economic downturn has underscored some basic changes in the
funding of higher education, especially the public sector. In public in~t~tutions,
the state appropriation's proportion of total revenue has dropped prec1p1tously to
record low levels-in extreme cases to less than 10% of the institution's total

revenu_e. At the same time, the proportion of state revenue going to higher
ed_uc~t10n has dropped substantially. Philanthropic fundraising has become a high
pnonty at most institutions. Grants and other sources of external funding have
become ever more important.
•

•

•
•

The present funding challenges interact with the demands of the new
entitlement status, particularly in relation to concerns about the costs of
education to students.
At the same time, a significant discussion is underway on whether higher
education is a public or private good, aligning with broader political
positions on the entitlement-related issues.
Funding concerns have pushed athletic programs, not always in positive
directions.
Grant and contract funding has become more of an end in itself as
financial concerns have grown.

5. There is a broad sense that something is wrong in higher education.
As the higher education agenda has changed, new stakeholders, as well as old
ones with new expectations, have questioned the universities' effectiveness. The
access and student success issues associated with the entitlement status have been
leading concerns. But economic development, health care, teacher training, and
other matters have become equally problematic in the eyes of my observers.
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Minority students and women show large achievement deficits compared
with white and Asian students, raising questions about discrimination and
other possible causes.
Attempts to diversify the student body and faculty have led to charges of
reverse discrimination.
The perceived failure of the public schools has been blamed to a
significant degree on teacher education programs.
As higher education came to be seen increasingly as a prerequisite to a
good life, and therefore as an entitlement, higher education became an
impediment to the success of many as well as the key resource of others.
Tuition has risen much faster than the cost of living.
The high-stakes nature of higher_ educa~ion today h~s placed it i_n t~e
center of national politics, especially with the pendmg reauthonzahon m
which reform is likely to be a major issue.
In significant parts of the U.S._ popul_ation, higher educa!io~ is ~een not as
a way to achieve a better quah~- of hfe, but -~ore as an mstI~ution that
destroys families and commum ties and traditional ways of ltfe.
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF THE. UNIVERSITY OF
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Student Union 1016 , MSC03 22 10 , l Univers1cy
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Phone : (505) 277-5528, Fax: (505) 277-5287

To:

Faculty-Senate

From:

Jennifer Onuska, ASUNM President
ASUNM, Review Week Committee

CC:

Andrea Cook, Regent, and AcadaTJic & Student Affairs Chairwoman
Provost Foster, Vice President for AcadaTJic Affairs
Eliseo Torres, Vice President for Student Affairs
Nancy Uscher, Associate Provost Academic Affairs

Beverfy Burris, Faculty-Senate President
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Re:

Review Week

ReviewWeek

For the past several years, UNM undergraduate students have complained about the Jack of a
"Dead Week" (a study week prior to finals.) Undergraduate students feel overextended
learning new materia.4 taking tests, and turning in major assignments during the week before
finals. Students need this week to prepare for upcoming final exams. Many peer universities
have already instituted such preparation periods at their respective institutions. These
include, but are not limited to, University of Alabama, Texas State University-San Marcos
University of Texas, Yale University, Rice University, Texas Christian University Texas
A&M, University of Utah, Pepperdine University, Washington State University Brigham
Young University, Ohio State University, Louisiana State University, and University of
Nebraska Presently at UNM, students are forced to deal with large workloads during the
week before finals (our proposed Review Week), while they are also expected to prepare for
finals. In addition, we understand that this could possibly eliminate two and a half hours of
instruction, but according to the members of the Faculty Senate Operations Committee UNM
currently has a longer semester than most universities.
Last semester, a committee of undergraduate students, organized by ASUNM, cam tog ther
to fashion a proposal for the successful implementation of a "Review" week fur the benefit
of the UNM community. Toe committee realized a thoughtful approach to this probl m was
needed to maintain a rigorous academic program without interfering with individual

professors' teaching programs. The committee also realized that faculty support is necessary
for this week to become a reality. Therefore, we are corning to you now to get your support.
Our proposal is as follows:
•

The week before final exams will be known as "Review Week."

•

During Review Week, no new material is to be introduced, no tests are to be given,
and no assignments are to be due.

•

All term papers will be due to faculty members no later than the Friday prior to
Review Week. However, if a paper is in lieu of a fmal exam, then the paper may be
due when the final exam was scheduled to take place.

•

Review Week will be designated as a time for faculty-led reviews. Regular classes
will still occur, however this class time will be devoted to integrating material and
reviewing for final exams.

We feel that Review Week will encourage student academic success.
In the spring we polled UNM students regarding the Review Week proposal on April
sixteenth during the ASUNM election. Out of 1496 undergraduate student voters, 95% were
in support of Review Week. We would like to cooperate with the faculty to create a policy
for implementing a successful Review Week.
Please consider supporting this proposal.

Attachment: ASUNM Review Week Joint Resolution
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Where as ... The Associated Students of the University of New Mexico is the
representative body for the undergraduate student body.
Wh~re ~s ... UNM students feel over extended learning new material, taking tests, and
tummg m large assignments the fifteenth week of the semester.
Where as ... Students need this week to prepare for upcoming final exam .
Where as . . . A committee of students organized by ASUNM has come together to
fashion a proposal for the successful implementation of a "Review Week" for the benefit
of the UNM community.
Where as . .. In the Spring 2003 ASUNM election 95% of voting students favored a
review week.

Where as ... Students at other universities have already felt this time discrepancy, which
has lead to a similar preparation periods at their respective institutions including, but not
limited to, University of Alabama, Texas State University-San Marcos, University of
Texas, Yale University, Rice University, Texas Christian University, Texas A&M,
University of Utah, Pepperdine University, Washington State University, Brigham Young
University, Ohio State University, Louisiana State University, and University of
Nebraska.

There/ore be it resolved that:
The fifteenth week of the semester will be known as a "Review Week"
During Review Week, no new material will be introduced; no tests to be given and no
assignments are to be due.

All term papers will be due to faculty members no later than the Frida prior to R i
Week. However, if a paper is in lieu of a final exam then th pap r may b du durin
the week of final exams.
Review Week will be designated as a time to review. Regular cla e will till occur,
however, this time will be devoted to reviewing for final exam .

